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Monthly Meeting
Tuesday DECEMBER 10

Starts 4.00 PM
AT
St Peter’s Hall

DECEMBER CHRISTMAS MEETING
This meeting will commence with a short presentation by Mat Vistarini, Manager of
Apptech, Geelong. Mat will preview some of the newly released Apple products.

Following this presentation we will have our usual annual breakup of nibbles and drinks.
We look forward to seeing you at this our Christmas Meeting.

Corner Draper &
Hodgson Streets

Ocean Grove
ALL WELCOME!

BMUG Newsletter Layout
& Masthead
Designed by Peter Baldwin

Peter Oakley, led a video tutorial presentation and interactive discussion on the newly released iMac
Operating System-OS X Mavericks.
Dick Brown illustrated in easy to understand graphics, how he uses Keynote to make animated Greetings
and Christmas Cards, including music. The talk was not designed as a “How-To”, but merely to whet the
appetite of members and encourage them to go away and experiment for themselves. Dick did however,
go into some details as to how he creates various effects which make up the content of the card.

BMUG offers support to users of Apple Products

Whether you are a first time user or a hot shot computer programmer, we like to think
that we have something we can offer you, especially new Tips for each Device.
We are simply a group of people who get together once a month to exchange ideas,
ask advice, share knowledge and enjoy each other’s company.

BMUG News is published monthly ◆ Created in Apple Pages Layout ◆ Converted to PDF format for transmission to members.

- CHRISTMAS PARTY -
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Come along and enjoy the Hospitality

This December Meeting is
our Christmas Party and final
meeting for the year.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Great Food & Drinks
Convivial Atmosphere
Enjoy Friends

The Committee wishes
members and their family a
happy and safe holiday
period and looks forward to
seeing you early in 2014.

Guest Speaker
Share your Favourite Mac
Tips
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Hot Tip - Block Incoming Phone Calls
You can easily use iOS 7 to block incoming phone calls on
your iPhone. After you finish the call, go to Recents in the
Phone app and click on the circled i on the right, as if you
were going to create a new contact. Then scroll down to
the bottom of the screen and select Block this Caller.
That’s it!
You can use this same approach with existing contacts by
going to the bottom of the Contact’s screen and selecting
Block this Caller.
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In June this year I wrote in my President’s Report that all BMUG members are
part of the Worldwide Apple User Groups and you can tap into this resource
when other Apple groups post items as a “community Service“.
George Rubin, V.P. of the Naples MacFriends User Group has a solution that
benefits both his own group and other interested groups as well: he records each group
meeting and posts it on YouTube.
The following link provides a full set of videos on the NMUG website. http://
www.naplesmug.com/NMUG/Video_Mtgs.html
If you click on TIPS you will go to a list of all the MacWorld articles on Mac 101, and many
other useful tips. Video MTGS takes you to the videos of the meetings and presentations,
which can run for sometime, for example, OS X Mavericks runs for 85minutes, iOS7 runs
for 75 minutes and “Take Control of your Passwords” runs for 77 minutes.
I suggest that you take a little time and explore this NMUG site.
I take this opportunity to wish you all a Happy and Safe Christmas.

Happy Computing.

Peter Oakley
BMUG Tip of the Month - Make your iPhone truly Silent in Silent Mode
When you flip the ring/silent switch on your iPhone, it goes quiet while it's locked/asleep—
mostly. But unless “Do Not Disturb” is turned on, your iPhone will still buzz the hum of its
internal vibration motor when alerts that would otherwise ring out arrive. But there's a fix.
You can make your silenced iPhone be truly silent with a single flick of a virtual switch. Go to
Settings, and tap on Sounds. Switch “Vibrate on Silent” to off, and your phone will be both
sound and vibration free when you slide the ring/silent switch to the quieter position.

QUICK TIP
Make “Do Not Disturb” on
iOS 7 work even when your
device is awake.
iOS 6 introduced “Do Not Disturb”,
but some of us were annoyed by its
implementation.
Although
the
feature silenced iOS notification
sounds while your iPhone or iPad
was sleeping, those noises still
blasted out when the device was in
use. If that is not what you want to
have happen, iOS 7 has the
solution. Armed with this hint, “Do
Not Disturb” will empower you to
use your iOS device in a room with
sleeping people, or in a meeting
where you are supposed to be
paying attention, without fear that
a bleep or bloop will bother those
around you. Go to the Settings app,
and tap on “Do Not Disturb”. Scroll
down to the bottom of the screen,
and set “Silence” to “Always”,
instead of “Only While iPhone Is
Locked”. From now on, Do Not
Disturb
works
regardless
of
whether your iPhone is awake and
in use, whenever the mode is
enabled.
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Welcome to the final edition of

BMUG News for 2013.

This month’s meeting is our Christmas Party. You will have the
opportunity to mingle with friends and enjoy the social atmosphere, whilst
partaking of some nibbles and drinks.
I thank members who have contributed articles for the Newsletter during
the year. It certainly makes my job much easier.
I wish you all a happy and safe Christmas and I look forward to receiving
articles about your experiences with your Apple products in 2014.
Your Committee has decided to hold a January Meeting in the New Year on
Tuesday 14th January.
There will not be a January Newsletter.
Peter Baldwin
Editor
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Annual Membership for 2014
Memberships are due on 1st January.

Our

first meeting for the New Year will be

held on Tuesday 14th January.
The meeting will be a “Show & Tell” covering
anything of interest that members may use
in relation to the Apple/Mac range of
products.
We are also hoping to show a few film clips
compiled by members of David Dixon’s
iMovie SIG Group.
Members are encouraged to bring along
anything that they feel would be of interest
to other members.

Full Member.........................................$40.00
Couples................................................$70.00
Remote & Student Members..................$25.00
NOTE: Remote membership entitles you to 3 visits per year to
our General meeting and also receipt of the monthly Newsletter
plus access to BMUG Assist.

Payment can be made at this December meeting or at
our meeting on Tuesday 14th January 2014.
Or
By mail to Treasurer, Geoff Waite, P.O. Box 1086 Barwon
Heads Vic. 3227
Or
Through PayPal via the BMUG website.
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Green Apples
At the last Green Apples session we continued
our quest to export a Quicktime movie with
sound from Keynote while keeping the File size
within the maximum allowed by BigPond as an
email attachment. This was an animated Christmas
Card as demonstrated at the last BMUG session.
Our final try was a method that I’d been looking at:
Exporting the movie without sound as a Quicktime movie file from
Keynote to iMovie and then adding the soundtrack. You can then
‘Share’ the completed movie/Christmas Card directly as an email
attachment from within iMovie. This makes for a much smaller file
size than exporting from Keynote and it’s usually small enough for
BigPond to accept it and send it to all your waiting family and
friends. Whether they’ll be as impressed as we were is a whole other
matter!
Problem:
Unfortunately I’d upgraded to the new iMovie that comes with
Mavericks and this slowed the process down somewhat. As the
controls are in different positions we had to work out how to add a
soundtrack and how to make it fade out at the end of the video.
Eventually, after much clicking and reversing out of blind alleys, we
managed to Share an animated Christmas Card with sound track, via
email within the file size limits set by BigPond.

effect in iMovie. He has set out to ask every American to video
record themselves speaking the Gettysburg Address and post it on
his web site. Go to www.learntheaddress.org to see how well he’s
doing so far. Once there, click on ‘The Address Mashup’ for a
compilation of the rich and famous reciting alternate lines of this
famous speech.
I have to say I dread the thought of someone suggesting every
Australian videoing themselves singing ‘Waltzing Matilda’ or a ‘Pub
With No Beer’, or the Brits doing the same with ‘Land Of Hope And
Glory’ or ‘On Ilkley Moor Ba’Tat’.
I also went down to Airey’s Inlet on Wednesday 20th November for a
very enjoyable SMUG break-up meeting at The Airey’s Pub. The Surf
Coast Mac User Group, to give them their full name, invite me down
to give presentations at their meetings every two months and I have
to say I thoroughly enjoy their hospitality and company. Di
Trewenack, with support from one or two other dedicated friends
does a great job down there- long may she continue.
Well that’s it from the Green Apples for this year.
We all send you best wishes for a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year and may you all get in your stocking that bit of Mac World you
secretly desire. If you don’t, buy it yourself, as Martina’s Mum says,
‘You can’t take it with you’.

Dick Brown Convenor

Angela mentioned a new initiative by the American documentary film
maker Ken Burns, best known to Apple Mac users for the ‘Ken Burns’
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Your Apple ID - Your Key to
the Apple Ecosystem

@icloud. com)

• Contact Syncing
• Calendar Syncing
• Notes Syncing
• Safari Tabs & Bookmark Syncing
• Document Syncing (Between compatible Apps) • Photo
Syncing (Photostream)
• Find my iPhone / iPod / iPad / iPhone / Mac
• iOS Backup

It is your key to Apple’s services:

Caveats to it’s use:

• Software Purchases (OS X, iOS)
• Music Purchases
• Ringtones
• Audiobook Purchases
• Movie Purchase & Rental
• TV Shows (Individual & Seasons)
• OS In-App Purchases (Netflix on Apple TV,Dropbox,
Newsstand, Free to Pro Upgrades, Game Add-ons, etc.)
• Allowances for Family Members!

• Not transferable to another user
• Can not as of yet merge multiple IDs
• Three failed password attempts triggers a password reset
(affects all devices / logins)
• Limited to 5 Computers
• No Apparent iOS Device Limits

What is an Apple ID?
• Derived from your email address
• An Apple iCloud address (@me.com,

It is also used for:

How to manage it?
• Go to: https://appleid.apple.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/
MyAppleId.woa/
• Go to: https://iforgot.apple.com/password/verify/appleid

• iTunes Match — Upload your Music to the Cloud
• Home Sharing — Authentication-free connectivity between
iTunes Libraries, Remote App, Apple TV
• iCloud ID if used to create during an iOS device Setup
• Login to your Mac — Possibly a key to logging into your own
environment in anyone’s Mac in the future

and Apple’s iCloud Services:
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Cure for a corrupt Calendar application
A member recently enquired about a Calendar
problem.
“When I started my Mac I launched Calendar. Or, I tried to. Its
icon bounced briefly in the Dock, my calendar appeared for a
second, and then the application quit. I’ve restarted my Mac
but this happens every time. It was fine yesterday but today, I
have this problem. What can I do”?
This isn’t one of those problems that routinely plagues Macs.
Rather, it’s an example of The kind of thing that can happen,
which provides you with the sort of crack-your-knuckles-andbuckle-down-to-it experience that so many troubleshooters enjoy.
Normally in these situations you investigate the application’s
preference file. Such files can usually be found by holding down
the Option key, clicking the Finder’s Go menu, choosing Library,
and in the resulting window, opening the Preferences folder (or, if
you prefer the path: ~/Library/Preferences). To locate the file just
enter the application’s name in the window’s Search field and
confine the search to the Preferences folder.
I use “normally” advisedly. Because, in this case, you find no
com.apple.Calendar.plist file. Instead, there’s just the com.apple.
CalendarAgent.plist, which is for something else entirely. So if not
in the Preferences folder, where might Calendar store the file that
is causing your problem?

Take one step back to the Library folder and you will find that this
application has been given a folder of its own titled, aptly enough,
Calendars. The fact that Apple went to the trouble to create an entire
folder for one of its applications should indicate to you that magic
may lie within.
And how do we separate the dark magic from the light? Simple. Open
the folder, choose List view, click the Date Modified heading, and see
what floats to the top. In this case, I’ll bet that the Calendar Cache
file is among the top two items. Drag this file to the Desktop and try
launching Calendar again. if the application does not launch as it
should, update its database, and then correctly display all the events
you’ve synced.

Files like these that change often may be the source of application
corruption.
I offer this advice not only because I’ve been there and done that, but
in cases where something works perfectly one day and then less-so
the next (and you’ve eliminated hardware as the cause), it’s always a
good idea to take a close look at any files associated with the
application that routinely change (such as a preference or cache file).
They are easier to spot when you sort by Date Modified.

Peter Baldwin
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Member Queries...........Continued
“What is ‘firmware’? And should I update it”?

QuickTime. You can download it for free. After you install it, you
should be able to view Windows Media content on the web without a
problem.

Answer:
Computers, routers, switches, printers, cameras, and a lot of
electronic devices have a chip that stores the firmware. Firmware
explains to the device what it is, how it works, and how it
connects. Firmware is typically stored in the flash ROM of a
hardware device. While ROM is "read-only memory," flash ROM can
be erased and rewritten because it is actually a type of flash
memory.

Firmware is almost NEVER updated.
For some computers, there will on rare occasions be
recommended firm-ware update, usually to fix an error or bug.

a

When Apple promotes a firmware update for your computer, this is
usually a good thing. Apple is constantly trying to improve their
software and hardware and a firmware may fix varied issues such
as Wifi and how your keyboard works. If you are unsure, you can
always ask Apple before installing the update.

Shortly

after purchasing my Mac, I went onto the
internet, but I discovered that there were several
sites where I could not view their videos. Do I need
Windows Media Player or what?

Answer:
Microsoft stopped updating Windows Media
Player plug-ins for Mac a while ago. They are
supporting another company, Flip4Mac, that
makes Windows Media Components for
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I have forgotten my OS X password. How do I get it
back or reset it?

Answer:
You obviously have not followed
the advice given at this Club on
many previous occasions and
written all those difficult/
unusual
passwords
down
somewhere where you would
not forget where you wrote
them?
If you have the start up disk
that came with your computer, you can start from that, and (usually)
once you specify the language, there will be a menu at the top of the
page. Click on Utilities and select ‘Reset Password’. Then just follow
OS X’s directions.

Alternative Method:
If your Mac has a recovery partition, there is another way you can
reset the password. Boot to recovery and launch terminal from the
Utilities menu. Type in “resetpassword” exactly and follow the same
steps as above to reset the pass- word.

Peter Baldwin
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Member Queries...........Continued
I

don’t like the Apple page in which Safari opens.
How do I change the page that comes
up when I open a new window?

Answer:
Apple pre-loads Safari to use their promotional
page as your home page. It is easy to change in
Safari by going to the Safari menu>
Preferences>General. In the middle there you
will see "New windows open with:" You can keep it on Home page
and change the address to anything you like. It is often easiest to
find the page you want before opening the Preferences, then
clicking the Set to Current Page button. If you don't want to wait
for a page to load, change open with Home Page to Empty Page.
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My suggestion is to avoid messing with the library and see if you can
accomplish your goal from within iPhoto. For instance, I have been
asked how to pull out some photos to email via Yahoo Mail or play
with in another application. Just go ahead and drag the photos out of
the iPhoto window and copies will be made where ever you drag them
to.
Additionally, if you just want to view a small group by the date or
some other criteria, use the search field at the bottom of the window
frame.

Can files be recovered from hard drives when the
hard drives die?

Answer:
The short answer is, ‘Maybe...; It depends.

Where can I find the file where iPhoto keeps all the
imported photos?

Answer:
iPhoto stores your photos as well as the database that organises
them in
the iPhoto Library. You can find the Library in your
Pictures folder under your user name. The problem
is that iPhoto's library is complex to the point
where you shouldn't mess with it. In fact, in
iPhoto '08, Apple made the library appear
impenetrable by making it a Package. You can still
see what's inside the Package by right clicking it
and selecting "Show Package Contents".

Drives die in different ways. Mechanically,
electronically, structurally, and logically.
In many cases if the drive dies a structural or
logical death, the drive can be repaired or recovered with a program
like Tech Tool Pro or Drive Genius. [These are really kinds of software
failures.]
If the drive dies a mechanical or electronic death, in most cases it will
have to be sent to a Company that specialises in recovery of data
from dead hard drives. This is very expensive and could cost
anywhere between $1,000 -$5,000!
The moral here is “BACK UP YOUR DATA on a regular and
periodic basis. There is NO reason not to do this.

Peter Baldwin
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Photo Slideshow Maker Pro B

y ut-team

http://www.ut-team.com/mac-os-x/photo-slideshow-maker-pro

Are you looking for a powerful little Mac app that will help
you create memorable videos using your photos and music?
Key Features:

Available in Mac App Store $25.99

What I like about this App:
It has a simple user-friendly interface, with
built-in photo editing features that not only
allow you to directly edit your photos
before you create a video but you can also
add dozens of interesting photo effects to
give your final project that extra special
touch.

Peter Baldwin

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

39 kinds of slideshow effects for you to choose .
Edit photo (rotate photo, add text, crop photo, effect photo).
36 kinds of photo effects for you to choose.
You can add animated captions to photos to help tell the story.
You can change move in duration and move out duration for themes.
12 kinds of subtitles effects for you to choose.
Loop play your imported music

* You can choose auto crop image for best proportion for slideshow or
keep source proportion.
* You can save editing operations as a project document, and then open
the project document when you need to go on with your work.
*Export To Local - You can save standard or high definition movies to
Mac hard disk for editing or sharing.
*Export To iDVD - It works seamlessly with iDVD to burn your shows to
DVD.
*Export To iTunes -You can save standard or high definition movies to
iTunes.
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Product Update
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Lioncase Folio Shield for iPad Air
Lioncase.com

The

Lioncase Folio Shield for iPad Air is thin and

lightweight with multi-angle for viewing and typing.
The inner shock absorbing shell provides protection to
the screen without added bulk.
You can adjust the position to get any viewing angles.
The case includes integrated magnets to enable the
iPad Air auto sleep/wake function.

Lioncase have kindly supplied an iPad Air case (Sea Green Colour) for
review and promotion in our Newsletter.
KEEP READING FUTURE NEWSLETTERS FOR DETAILS AS TO HOW YOU
COULD WIN THIS CASE AS A PRIZE.
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Our Assistance Program

is available to all members. We will

attempt to resolve your urgent Mac problems if we can, or
alternatively give you advice about where to seek further assistance.

Peter Oakley is available to take your call on 0409 094 655
OR

Dick Brown is available to take your call on 5259 1614
To get the best possible answer, and a considered one, please
email your question/ query for the “Help Desk” direct to
peteroakley@bellarinemac.org.au OR Dick Brown
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